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This study investigated two prominent issues in the comprehension of language switches. First, how does language switching
direction affect switch costs in sentence context? Second, are switch costs modulated by L2 proficiency and cross-linguistic
activation? We conducted a self-paced reading task involving sentences that switched between participants’ L1 Dutch and L2
English. The cognate status of the main verb was manipulated to examine the influence of co-activation on intra-sentential
switch costs. The reading times indicated the influence of switch direction: a cost was observed for switches into L2 but not
for switches into L1, and the magnitude of the costs was correlated with L2 proficiency, indicating that switch costs in
language comprehension depend on language dominance. Verb cognates did not yield a cognate facilitation effect nor did
they influence the magnitude of switch costs in either direction. The results are interpreted in terms of an activation account
explaining lexical comprehension based on L2 proficiency.
Keywords: language switching, cognate, verb, sentence processing, L2 proficiency

Introduction
A prominent theoretical view on the retrieval of words
from the bilingual mental lexicon is that the lexicon
is organized and accessed in a language non-specific
manner (e.g., Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002). This view
implies that an input letter string can simultaneously
activate representations from both the target language
and the non-target language. Indeed, cognates – words
that share form and meaning across languages (e.g.,
Dutch–English: drinken – to drink) – are recognized
and produced faster than non-cognates, indicating coactivation of lexical codes in two languages (e.g.,
Acheson, Ganushchak, Christoffels & Hagoort, 2012;
Costa, Caramazza & Sebastián-Gallés, 2000; Dijkstra,
Grainger & Van Heuven, 1999; Hoshino & Kroll, 2008;
Lemhöfer, Dijkstra, Schriefers, Baayen, Grainger &
Zwitserlood, 2008; for reviews, see Dijkstra, 2005; Van
Assche, Duyck & Hartsuiker, 2012). However, research
on language switching has shown that when bilinguals
produce a word in one language and then produce another,
unrelated, word in the other language, this switching incurs
a cognitive cost: Producing a language-switched word
∗
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takes longer than producing a non-switched word (for
a review, see Meuter, 2009). This suggests that although
languages can be active at the same time, they may not be
active to the same degree, which implies that switching
from one language to the other is associated with a
measurable switching cost.
The size of the switch cost is dependent on the
direction of the language switch (from language A
to B or vice versa), as shown by evidence from
the language production domain (see Meuter, 2009).
Furthermore, corpus studies on language production
indicate that the ease of switching can be influenced
by cross-linguistic overlap (e.g., Broersma & De Bot,
2006). Little work on these effects has been done,
however, in the field of language comprehension (for
a review, see Van Hell & Witteman, 2009). In the
present study, we investigate whether switch costs in
both directions in sentence comprehension are affected
by differences in relative proficiency in bilinguals’ first
and second language, and whether these switch costs
are modulated by cross-linguistic lexical activation. For
these purposes, we conducted a self-paced reading
task to measure how sentence internal switch costs
that are preceded by a verb cognate are processed by
unbalanced bilinguals. To set the stage for this study,
we will first discuss literature on language switching,
followed by a review of studies showing effects of
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cross-linguistic activation on language switching.
Throughout, we will highlight differences between
comprehension and production.
Language switching and language proficiency
Empirical studies on language production show that
switching from one language to another incurs a cognitive
cost. In picture and number naming studies, the switch
is accompanied by a slow-down in performance (e.g.,
Christoffels, Firk & Schiller, 2007; Costa & Santesteban,
2004; Jackson, Swainson, Cunnington & Jackson, 2001;
Meuter, 2009; Verhoef, 2008). Although under normal
circumstances, processing in the first language (L1) is
easier than processing in the second language (L2), these
switch costs tend to show an opposite pattern. Most of
the naming studies indicate that BACKWARD SWITCHES
from the weaker L2 back to the dominant L1 take longer
than FORWARD SWITCHES from L1 to L2 (Meuter &
Allport, 1999; but see Costa & Santesteban, 2004; Costa,
Santesteban & Ivanova, 2006; for findings of equal switch
costs in both directions with balanced bilinguals). This
asymmetry is generally accounted for by the assumption
that the non-target language representation must be
inhibited during production to ensure that the intended
lexical candidate in the target language is selected for
output (see Green, 1998; Kroll, Bobb, Misra & Guo,
2008). According to the Inhibitory Control Model (Green,
1998), it takes more effort to suppress the dominant, more
active, L1 representation during L2 production than vice
versa. Due to a phenomenon known as ‘task set inertia’,
the inhibition of L1 during processing on the preceding
L2 trial carries over to the subsequent L1 trial (Allport
& Wylie, 1999). As a consequence, the re-activation of
the L1 following L2 production is more effortful than
reactivation of the less suppressed L2 after naming an
item in the L1.
While language switching studies using a production
task often examined switching between single, unrelated
items, language switching studies using a comprehension
task often examined reading times of a word in another
language embedded in a meaningful sentence context.
Studies that examined forward and backward switches in
reading indicate a processing cost for language-switched
words analogous to language production. However,
the asymmetry in switch costs observed in language
comprehension is not always similar to that observed in
spoken responses to cued targets.
Ibáñez, Macizo and Bajo (2010) examined lexical
access and language control in bilinguals and professional
translators. Participants were visually presented with
sentences in their L1 Spanish or L2 English, which
contained a cognate. The language of the sentences
switched between trials. When asked to read and repeat
the sentences out loud afterwards, the bilinguals’ self-
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paced reading times were slower for sentences in their
L1 Spanish when the previous sentence was in their L2
English (switch condition) compared to when it was in
the same language (non-switch condition), but showed
no difference in reading times of English sentences that
were preceded by either English or Spanish sentences.
Furthermore, the bilinguals showed no cognate effect,
suggesting that selection of one language in a mixed
language context did not leave room for co-activation
of the non-target language. The translators, on the other
hand, showed no switch cost in either direction, but did
show a cognate facilitation effect in both L1 and L2
reading times. When both groups of participants were
asked to perform the cognitively less demanding task of
reading the sentences without repeating them afterwards,
both bilinguals and translators showed a cognate effect
in reading L2 sentences, suggesting parallel activation of
both languages, but no switch cost in either language.
The data of the reading for repetition experiment,
involving a production component, thus suggest a switch
cost asymmetry similar to language production studies,
whereas the reading experiment showed no evidence of
switching costs.
Electrophysiological studies provide further evidence
for a difference between comprehension and production
regarding the switch cost asymmetry. In an ERP study
by Proverbio, Leoni and Zani (2004), comprehension
of language switching was examined in simultaneous
interpreters who read sentences containing language
switches in both switching directions. RT data revealed
that forward switches from the L1 to the L2 were
processed slower than backward switches. In agreement
with the behavioural findings, ERPs showed a difference
between switches from L1 to L2 compared to switches
from L2 to L1 in the form of an N400 effect, a negativegoing brain wave at about 400 ms following the critical
event, indicating a lexical integration difficulty. This
N400 effect was smaller for switches from L2 to L1
(a similar asymmetrical effect regarding the N400 for
sentence comprehension was observed by Brenders, 2004,
described in Van Hell & Witteman, 2009). Because the
N400 showed no main effect of language in the non-switch
condition, the authors argued that the switch asymmetry
could not be due to proficiency differences between the
L1 and L2. Age of acquisition instead of L2 proficiency
was proposed to explain why comprehension of forward
switches was easier than that of backward switches. The
authors proposed that the L1 word form directly activates
meaning, because L1 is acquired prior to L2; therefore,
it is easier to integrate an L1 word at the end of an L2
sentence. Note, however, that the participants tested were
professional simultaneous interpreters, who were highly
skilled in both languages as well as in switching, which
may explain why no proficiency differences were observed
by Proverbio et al.
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Language switching in sentence context
A similar pattern of switch costs was observed in a
sequential word reading task by Alvarez, Holcomb and
Grainger (2003). Their task, performed by unbalanced
bilinguals who were late L2 learners, involved withinlanguage and between-language repetitions of (noncognate) words. In both conditions, a repetition effect
was observed, as indicated by a decrease in the N400
amplitude for the second word of a pair. This repetition
effect was smaller in the between-language condition
compared to the within-language condition, indicating
that translations are more difficult to process than samelanguage repetitions. The observed within-language effect
was larger in the L2 than in the L1, indicating a proficiency
effect. For the between-language condition, the L1 to
L2 switches showed larger repetition effects in the
time window immediately following the N400, whereas
repetition effects for L2 to L1 switches were larger at an
earlier time point that fell within the N400 time window.
Alvarez et al. (2003) argue that language dominance
(rather than age of L2 acquisition, see Proverbio et al.,
2004) can account for the difference in time course for
forward and backward switches. In line with the Revised
Hierarchical Model (Kroll & Stewart, 1994; Kroll, Van
Hell, Tokowicz & Green, 2010), it was proposed that an
L2 prime word automatically activates L1, thus speeding
up recognition of a subsequently presented L2 target
for the switches from L2 to L1, whereas the initial L1
word need not activate the L2 automatically, hence the
delayed repetition effect in the L1 to L2 condition. The
notion that proficiency rather than age of acquisition is
responsible for this effect is supported by a more recent
study by Geyer, Holcomb, Midgley and Grainger (2011),
who tested the same repetition paradigm with balanced
bilinguals with a late onset of L2 acquisition. Other than in
Alvarez et al. (2003), Geyer et al. observed no asymmetry
in translation priming effects and equal within-language
repetition priming effects. All in all, this suggests that
L2 proficiency plays a role in the asymmetrical effects
obtained (see also Duñabeitia, Perea & Carreiras, 2010).
Other studies on language switching in sentence
processing support the notion that L2 proficiency
affects switch costs. Moreno, Federmeier and Kutas
(2002) examined forward switches in English–Spanish
bilinguals, dominant in English, using ERPs. Backward
switches were not examined in this study. Unlike in the
study by Proverbio et al., no unequivocal modulation of the
N400 was obtained for language switches, which suggests
that language switches occurring in a sentence were
not too problematic for these bilinguals at the semantic
level. The study did report an enhanced Late Positive
Component (LPC) for switch in comparison to non-switch
sentences, which Moreno et al. (2002) interpret to reflect
that bilinguals treat a language switch as an unexpected
event at a non-linguistic level. Further, the LPC effect was
modulated by L2 proficiency: more proficient bilinguals
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showed an earlier peak latency and smaller amplitude of
the LPC than lower proficient bilinguals. More recently,
Van der Meij, Cuetos, Carreiras and Barber (2011) tested
high and low proficient Spanish–English bilinguals who
read sentences in their L2 English that contained a
Spanish adjective (only backward switching was studied).
Evidence was found for a switch cost for backward
switches. Specifically, the L2–L1 switch evoked both
early (N250) and later (N400, LPC) ERP effects that
were argued to point to processing costs in relation to
form, semantic integration and updating respectively.
Interestingly, the results showed that N400 and LPC
effects were present for both high and low proficient
bilinguals, while the N250 effect was only present for
the low proficient group. This indicates that more and
less proficient L2 users may process language switches
differently.
The findings discussed so far suggest a difference
between switch costs in production (the naming of isolated
items) and comprehension of language (items in sentence
context) in terms of switch cost asymmetries (see also
Chauncey, Grainger & Holcomb, 2008). The available
comprehension studies, however, show mixed results.
Some suggest that switching into the L2 gives rise to
a processing difficulty that is larger than switching into
the L1 (Proverbio et al., 2004), which is in contrast to
production studies indicating that switching into L1 is
more demanding than switching into L2 (e.g., Meuter &
Allport, 1999). Yet, other studies suggest switching from
L2 to L1 similarly results in a significant switch cost in
reading (Van der Meij et al., 2011) or shows no switch
cost in either direction for reading of sentences (Ibáñez
et al., 2010). This raises the question of how language
switches in sentence comprehension must be understood.
Whereas the mechanism behind switch costs in production
has been extensively discussed, studies conducted so far
have not explicitly addressed the mechanism driving the
asymmetric switch costs in comprehension of language
switches and remarkably few behavioural studies have
looked at sentence internal switch costs in both
switching directions in comprehension. Given processing
differences between comprehension and production of
language (see also Gollan, Slattery, Goldenberg, Van
Assche, Duyck & Rayner, 2011; Pickering & Garrod,
2004), a different mechanism explaining switch costs
in the two modalities may be assumed. In contrast to
the proactive nature of speaking, the understanding of
language is reactive in nature, implying that inhibition as
required in selection for production need not play a role,
which is likely to influence effects of switching.
In order to understand processing of language switches
in comprehension, it is important to consider the source
of switch costs. There are two opposing views on the
origin of switch costs. One account holds that language
switch costs are similar in nature to task switch costs in
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general, both of which are the result of stimulus/response
task schemas outside the language system (e.g., Green,
1998). The other account assumes that costs associated
with language switching are language-specific and stem
from the lexicon. For example, Chauncey et al. (2008)
showed the effects of language switching in a masked
priming task. Participants were visually presented with
target words preceded by masked primes and had to
perform a go/no-go semantic categorization task. On nogo trials, the language in which the words were presented
could switch between the prime and target. This means
that switches were not overt. The presence of a switch
cost in the absence of executive control in such a task
supports the claim that costs in comprehension tasks may
not depend on inhibition (see Chauncey et al., 2008).
Recent studies provide evidence that mechanisms for task
switching and language switching are not fully shared
(e.g., De Bruin, Roelofs, Dijkstra & FitzPatrick, 2014;
Della Rosa, 2011), giving rise to the belief that language
switch costs may in part be specific to language.
In sum, the present evidence on language switching
in comprehension shows mixed results concerning
asymmetrical switch costs, leaving the debate on the origin
of switch costs unsettled. Most studies conducted so far
do suggest a modulating role for language proficiency.
Another factor that has been suggested to modulate switch
costs is cross-linguistic overlap.
Effects of cross-linguistic activation on language
switching
There is reason to believe that the ease of language
switching can be influenced by the presence of crosslinguistic overlap. This is supported by the notion that
more switching occurs between highly similar languages
(see Rodríguez-Fornells, Krämer, Lorenzo-Seva, Festman
& Münte, 2011). Secondly, there is evidence that local
cross-linguistic lexical activation, as present for cognates,
can affect switching between languages in sentence
context. This idea was originally put forward in Clyne’s
(2003) trigger hypothesis, based on the observation that
the switches of habitual code switchers seemed to cooccur with lexical overlap between languages. A name
associated with the L2 may, for example, enhance the
likelihood of a switch to this L2 when someone is speaking
in their L1, such as in the case of Maar ‘t is een andere
stad dan Melbourne OF COURSE “But it is a different city
than Melbourne of course”. Here the name “Melbourne”
can be said to have triggered the continuation of the Dutch
sentence in English. Clyne (2003) proposed that, similar
to proper nouns, cognates can facilitate switching to the
other language.
Cognates are translation equivalents that also overlap in
form, such as the English verb to start and the Dutch verb
starten, and are assumed to be more closely linked in the
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lexicon than words that are dissimilar across languages,
such as the English–Dutch translation equivalents to
cycle and fietsen. Due to activation spreading, associative
connections between lexical representations give rise to
additional non-target language activation for words that
are cross-linguistically similar in orthography, phonology,
and semantics (Dijkstra et al., 1999; Van Hell & De Groot,
1998). As a result, cognates are processed faster and with
fewer errors than non-cognates in visual word recognition
(e.g., Dijkstra, Miwa, Brummelhuis, Sappelli & Baayen,
2010; Duyck, Van Assche, Drieghe & Hartsuiker,
2007; Lemhöfer et al., 2008; Lemhöfer & Dijkstra,
2004; Schwartz & Kroll, 2006) and word production
(Christoffels et al., 2007; Costa et al., 2000; Poarch &
Van Hell, 2012). The trigger function of cognates is thus
explained by co-activation. The heightened availability of
words in the non-target language can trigger a switch to
that other language.
On the basis of a corpus study, Broersma and De
Bot (2006) found that the probability of a language
switch in the speech samples of three bilinguals in
Moroccan Arabic and Dutch was statistically higher in
the direct neighbourhood of a cognate. A later study
replicated this observation in code-switches produced
by Russian–English bilinguals as well as Dutch–English
bilinguals (Broersma, Isurin, Bultena & De Bot, 2009),
which showed that the effect is not restricted to distant
languages (Russian–English), but is also present for
typologically similar languages (Dutch–English). These
corpus studies are considered to be proof for the cognate
trigger hypothesis.
Apart from the observation that cognates enhance
the degree of switching as observed in corpora
of naturally occurring code-switches, there are also
experimental data supporting the trigger hypothesis.
Kootstra (2012) examined the effect of cognates on codeswitching behaviour using picture description. Dutch–
English bilinguals were asked to describe pictures in
a dialogue setting involving a confederate who also
described pictures. The pictures included cognates such
as the Dutch–English word “baby”, and participants were
instructed to code-switch to their L2 English on particular
trials. In cases where the confederate had switched in
the previous trial, participants switched more often when
describing a picture that depicted a cognate than when it
depicted a non-cognate. This showed that the frequency
of switching was enhanced by the presence of cognates,
indicating that cognates facilitated the processing of
multiple languages (see Kootstra, Van Hell & Dijkstra,
2012, for a similar lexical effect in structural priming; see
also Broersma, 2011, for related findings).
So far, studies testing the triggering hypothesis for
cognates have involved language production. In the
present study, we wanted to investigate whether a similar
trigger effect could be observed in comprehension.
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Language switching in sentence context
Production data indicate that cognates can enhance
the likelihood of switching. Because the likelihood
of switching cannot be manipulated in language
comprehension, we focused on the magnitude of the
switch cost instead. If comprehension of switches is
facilitated following a cognate, an effect may arise in terms
of a reduction in the magnitude of switch costs.
The present study
In this study, we examined to what extent L2 proficiency
and cognates modulate language switch costs in sentence
comprehension. Comprehension of language switching
has predominantly been tested using EEG with single
word priming (e.g., Alvarez et al., 2003; Geyer et al., 2011)
or with single word insertions in sentences in another
language (e.g., Moreno et al., 2002; Proverbio et al.,
2004; Van der Meij et al., 2011). In the present study,
we examine the cognitive processing of full language
switches (i.e., no single word insertions) at mid-sentence
position during reading to examine switch effects in
sentence continuation. We employed a self-paced reading
task to examine which factors influence switch costs and
to test the trigger hypothesis in sentence comprehension.
Bilinguals were visually presented with sentences in
Dutch and English that could contain a switch preceded
by a cognate. We manipulated the cognate status of the
sentence main verb, which always came right before
the switch, to see if cognate verbs modulate the size of
the switch cost. Within sentence context, the main verb
carries the syntactic structure and is therefore prominent
for sentence processing. The choice for manipulating
the verb was motivated by the notion that co-activation
for verbs might be enhanced, as the verb can directly
activate syntactic structures in two languages in case
sentence structures overlap between languages. Similar
to nouns, verb cognates have been shown to give rise
to a facilitation effect in lexical decision (e.g., Bultena,
Dijkstra & Van Hell, 2013), even though they are less
similar across languages in terms of word form and
meaning. Furthermore, an analysis of corpus data showed
no difference in the triggering potential of different word
categories, which, amongst others, included nouns and
verbs (Broersma, 2009). Moreover, corpus data indicate
that Russian–English cognates with limited form overlap
also had triggering potential (Broersma et al., 2009).
We made two major predictions. First, in line with
relative L1 and L2 proficiency and given that a role
of proficiency is suggested in both comprehension
(e.g., Moreno et al., 2002; Van der Meij et al., 2011)
and production (Costa & Santesteban, 2004) studies,
we predicted that a switch cost asymmetry would be
found depending on language dominance for unbalanced
bilinguals. That is, we expected that switches into the less
proficient L2 should be harder to process than switches
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back into the dominant L1. If language dominance drives
switch costs, then these costs and the magnitude thereof
should also depend on bilinguals’ relative proficiency in
the two languages. We therefore also examined the role
of relative proficiency on the size of switch costs. Second,
we hypothesized that switch costs would be modulated
by the presence of a cognate in the sentence, as observed
in language production. If cognates function as trigger
words that lead to lexical facilitation, then at a lexical
level it should be easier to process switches following
cognates, as evidenced by reduced switch costs.
Method
Participants
Sixty-eight Dutch–English bilinguals (19 males), students
drawn from the Radboud University Nijmegen participant
pool, between 18 and 32 years of age (M = 22, SD =
4) took part in the experiment. All participants were
native speakers of Dutch and had learned English at
school as an L2 starting at around the age of 11. To
assess their L2 proficiency, all participants performed the
English version of the XLex vocabulary knowledge test
(Meara, 2006). This non-speeded lexical decision task,
which includes more and less familiar words as well as
non-words, determines a participant’s vocabulary range
in English and is generally taken as an indication of
proficiency. The participants’ mean score was 82% (SD =
14), indicating that their average proficiency in English
was relatively high. Language background questionnaires
showed individual differences among the learners in terms
of L2 proficiency. Included in the group of participants
were some students of English, one student who had
learned English in an immersed setting at secondary
school, and several students who indicated that they were
exposed to native English regularly via friends or family;
the scores of these participants on the XLex task were
higher (M = 90%, SD = 9, N = 17) than those who did not
report any additional exposure to English (M = 80%, SD =
15, N = 51) and this difference was significant (p < .05).
Variation in L2 proficiency was therefore accounted for in
the analyses of the data. None of the participants reported
any reading problems. They were paid a small amount of
money or received course credit for their participation.
Stimulus materials
Forty different sentences were created. All sentences were
declarative main clauses with a Subject Verb Object
construction. This syntactic structure is common in
both English and Dutch. The experiment involved a 2
(English or Dutch) × 2 (cognate or non-cognate) × 2
(switch or non-switch sentence) factorial design, yielding
eight possible versions of each sentence. In all cases,
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Table 1. Mean values of frequency, length, and predictability for cognate and control verbs and subsequent nouns in
the sentences in L1 (Dutch) and L2 (English).

Frequency
Length in letters
Length in syllables
Predictability

L1 cognate

Verb (WP4)
L1 control L2 cognate

L2 control

L1

1.67 (0.69)
7.53 (1.96)
2.60 (.90)
4.30 (.49)

1.81 (0.73)
7.33 (1.46)
2.50 (.64)
3.98 (.58)

1.88 (0.71)
5.20 (1.45)
1.40 (.63)
4.29 (.39)

1.35 (0.59)
7.18 (2.69)
2.05 (.85)

1.77 (0.66)
5.18 (1.53)
1.38 (.63)
4.31 (.62)

Noun (WP6)
L2
1.42 (0.53)
6.60 (1.84)
1.90 (.74)

L1

Noun (WP9)
L2

1.46 (0.70)
6.45 (2.50)
1.93 (.92)

1.65 (0.60)
5.85 (1.87)
1.68 (.85)

Note: Frequency is indicated by logarithmic values, word length is expressed in number of letters, and predictability ratings are based on a seven-point Likert scale.

the verb was manipulated for cognate status and was
always presented in its infinitival form. A switch was
always located directly after the verb. Dutch and English
sentences were exact translations (see Appendix).
For each cognate verb, a control verb was selected that
fitted in the same sentence context as the cognate verb
(see Appendix). The predictability of the target word in
context was assessed in a separate rating task. Thirtytwo different Dutch–English bilinguals, from the same
participant pool as the actual experiment, were shown
the sentence onset of all forty sentences up to the verb.
The presented sentence fragments were either in Dutch
or in English, and all conditions were counterbalanced
across participants, such that they saw either the cognate
or control verb in one language. Participants were asked
to rate the predictability of the verb in relation to the
preceding noun phrase on a scale from 1 (very surprising)
to 7 (very predictable). Univariate analyses by participants
and items with language and cognate status as betweensubject variables showed no significant differences for
either comparison (all ps >.10). Mean values can be
found in Table 1. Target verbs were furthermore matched
both within languages (cognates vs. controls) and between
languages (Dutch vs. English) with respect to lemma
frequency (ps >.10) as obtained from the CELEX
database (Baayen, Piepenbrock & Gullikers, 1995). Verbs
in Dutch and English could not be matched in word length,
because Dutch verbs were on average two letters longer
due to a fixed -en suffix for infinitival verbs. Independent
samples t-tests indicated that cognate and control verbs in
Dutch as well as English did not differ from each other
with respect to word frequency and word length (all ps >
.10).
The cognate status of all verbs was assessed with two
measures of orthographic similarity. Cognates (M = .71,
SD = .97) and controls (M = .10, SD = .08) substantially
differed in terms of Van Orden’s similarity measure
(Van Orden, 1987); similarly, the Levenshtein distance
indicated more letter transitions between translation
equivalents for controls (M = 6.18, SD = 1.39) compared
to cognates (M = 3.10, SD = .96). All lexical items in
the sentences other than the manipulated verbs were non-
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cognates, and no loan words were used. Furthermore,
noun translation equivalents in the Dutch and English
sentences following the verb at WP6 and WP9 were
matched across languages on word form frequency and
word length in letters (all ps > .10; see Table 1 for
descriptive data). Sixty filler sentences were added, which
could start in Dutch or English. Half of the filler sentences
contained a switch, which could be located at different
positions in the sentence. The syntactic structure of filler
sentences differed from that of target sentences in that
they contained inflected past or present tense verbs, or
passive constructions.
Conditions were counterbalanced across groups
according to a Latin square design. Eight different lists
were constructed, such that all combinations of language,
switch, and cognate manipulations appeared equally often
across the lists. Each experimental list contained one
version of each sentence. A comprehension question was
constructed for each sentence, to which participants had to
answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Comprehension questions addressed
the lexical content of the sentences with respect to the
first, middle, or last part of a sentence.

Procedure
Participants were tested individually on a Windows
R
R
XP Intel
Pentium
4CPU computer with a 17-inch
Philips 107 MB monitor (60 Hz refresh rate). The
experiment was designed and run with Presentation
software (www.neurobs.com) and RTs were measured via
a button box. Participants were seated at approximately
60 cm from the computer screen.
Prior to the experiment, participants performed the
English XLex task (Meara, 2006), to assess their level
of English proficiency. Before the start of the self-paced
reading task, participants received Dutch instructions on
the computer screen, which encouraged them to read
silently at a normal pace that allowed them to answer
comprehension questions. The instructions emphasized
that participants had to use the index finger of their
dominant hand to press the button in order to perform the
task. The experiment started with 20 practice sentences.
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Figure 1. Line graph of reading times (+SE) for all word positions in switch and non-switch sentences in L1 and L2.

Sentences were aligned to the middle of the screen
in a white 22 pts Courier New font on a black
background. Sentences were presented using a selfpaced reading variant of the moving window paradigm
(Just, Carpenter & Woolley, 1982), meaning that each
sentence was presented word by word controlled by
the participant. Sentences were initially dashed, with
each dash corresponding to a letter on the screen (e.g.,
__________ for ‘the sailors’). By indicating the number
of words, letters and spaces, the actual reading pattern
was preserved as much as possible. When a participant
clicked a button, a dashed line changed into the first
word of the sentence; upon the next click, the next
word was revealed while the first word changed back
into its dashed form. Reading times for each word were
measured from the moment a word was displayed until it
disappeared from the screen. Every sentence ended with
a period and was followed by a comprehension question
that required a yes/no response; feedback was only given
when participants chose the wrong answer. Between two
trials, a fixation cross was presented in the middle of the
screen for 1000 ms.

Results
Prior to analyzing the RT data, performance on the
comprehension questions was evaluated. Two participants
performed with an accuracy rate below 80%, and for that
reason their data were discarded from the analyses. The
data of one other participant were removed, because of
poor performance on the XLex task (below 30%). For the
remaining 65 participants, the data yielded 8.2% errors
over all. Furthermore, one sentence was deleted as a
whole, because of an error in the presentation (marked
in the appendix). Outliers were filtered for each of the
10 word positions (WP) separately; all items that were
more than 2.5 SD away from the participant mean over
a specific position were removed. Reaction times (RTs)
were analyzed over correct trials only.
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A series of 2 × 2 × 2 ANOVAs was performed on
the RT and accuracy data with language, cognate status
and presence of a switch and as within-subject factors
for the participant analyses (F1 ), and as between-subject
factors in the item analyses (F2 ). Tests were conducted
based on specific predictions for different word positions.
Based on significant effects in the multivariate tests
(seeTable 3 below), univariate ANOVAs were conducted
for separate word positions using Bonferroni adjusted
alpha levels per comparison (corrected p = .05/number
of tests), which are reported below (see Tables 4 and
5). We first tested for effects of language and switching,
and then examined whether these were influenced by the
presence of a cognate. Furthermore, we examined effects
of L2 proficiency based on XLex scores and a reading
speed difference measure on the magnitude of switch
costs.

Effects of language and switching
Effects of language were observed at the first four
positions in the sentences before the switch in the overall
dataset (see Figure 1 and Tables 2 and 3). Univariate
analyses revealed an effect of language at the determiner
at WP1 with slower reading times in L2 (M = 380, SE =
13) than in L1 (M = 369, SE = 12), which was also present
at the adjective at WP2, with significantly slower reading
times in L2 (M = 482, SE = 20) compared to L1 (M =
435, SE = 14). A similar significant difference between
L2 (M = 528, SE = 26) and L1 processing (M = 480, SE =
20) was observed at the noun at WP3. Also for the verb at
WP4, readers took more time to process items in L2 (M =
490, SE = 16) than in L1 (M = 474, SE = 16), but this was
not significant after applying the Bonferroni correction.
The accuracy data also showed a main effect of language,
with better performance on sentences that started in L1
(M = 94%, SE = 8) compared to sentences that started
in L2 (M = 91%, SE = 10), which was only marginally
significant in the item analysis (see Table 5).
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Table 2. Sample sentences in English and Dutch. All target sentences followed the same structure: WP4 was
manipulated for cognate status and switches occurred at WP5.
WP1
Det

WP2
Adj

WP3
Noun

WP4
Cognate/control verb

WP5
Det

WP6
Noun

WP7
Prep

WP8
Det

WP9
Noun

WP10
.

The
De

sad
treurige

boys
jongens

drink/pour
drinken/schenken

the
de

juice
sap

from
uit

the
de

bottle
fles

.
.

Table 3. Results of multivariate repeated measures analyses over reading times regarding language, cognate and
switching manipulations.

Effect

Measure

F1
Df

F

p

η2 p

Language
Cognate
Language × Cognate
Switch
Language × Switch
Cognate × Switch
Language × Cognate × Switch

WP1–4
WP4
WP4
WP5–10
WP5–10
WP4–10
WP4–10

4,61
1,64
1,64
6,58
6,58
7,57
7,57

10.43
<1
<1
2.46
6.20
<1
<1

.000

.41

.035
.000

.20
.39

F2
Df

F

p

η2 p

Significance

4,307
1,308
1,308
6,303
6,303
7,298
7,298

8.93
<1
1.08
1.97
4.40
<1
<1

.000

.10

.300
.069
.000

.00
.04
.08

∗∗
NS
NS
∗
∗∗
NS
NS

Table 4. Results of univariate repeated measures analyses over reading times regarding language, cognate and
switching manipulations.

Effect

Measure Df

MSE

F1
F

p

η p Df

Language

WP1
1,64 2256.44 7.61 .008 .11
WP2
1,64 9727.78 29.40 .000 .32
WP3
1,64 26539.64 11.33 .001 .15
WP4
1,64 9175.98 3.68 .060 .05
Switch
WP5
1,63 6131.97 < 1
WP6
1,63 5880.17 7.54 .008 .11
WP7
1,63 2658.02 < 1
WP8
1,63 1525.58 2.45 .123 .04
WP9
1,63 9202.53
WP10
1,63 19489.84 1.08 .302 .02
Language × WP5
1,63 2642.31 5.03 .028 .07
Switch
WP6
1,63 7848.73 19.08 .000 .23
WP7
1,63 3341.23 11.67 .001 .16
WP8
1,63 1281.55 < 1
WP9
1,63 13715.66 6.02 .017 .09
WP10
1,63 6574.04 < 1
Follow up analyses for the language by switch interactions
L1-L2
WP6
1,64 8644.12 21.95 .000 .26
L1-L2
WP7
1,64 3524.07 8.81 .004 .12
L2-L1
WP6
1,64 5343.84 2.11 .151 .03
L2-L1
WP7
1,64 2424.04 5.39 .023 .08
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F2
F

p

η2 p Significance Corrected p

1,310 1818.86 7.10
1,310 6209.40 29.30
1,310 10820.35 18.52
1,310 6671.21 3.48
1,308 4852.43 < 1
1,308 5554.54 5.953
1,308 2801.81 < 1
1,308 1539.12 < 1
1,308 9295.81 < 1
1,308 11913.98 < 1
1,308 4852.43 2.03
1,308 5554.54 13.04
1,308 2801.81 10.34
1,308 1539.12 < 1
1,308 9295.81 3.90
1,308 11913.98 < 1

.008
.000
.000
.063

.02
.09
.06
.01

∗∗

.015 .02

∗∗

1,154
1,154
1,154
1,154

.000 .12
.011 .04

∗∗

.053 .02

∗

2

MSE

4768.57 21.33
2887.39 6.71
6340.52 < 1
2716.22 3.80

∗∗
∗∗

NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS
NS

.155 .01
.000 .04
.001 .03

∗∗

.049 .01

NS
NS
NS

∗∗

∗∗

NS

.013
.013
.013
.13
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.008
.025
.025
.025
.025
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Table 5. Results of univariate repeated measures analyses over accuracy rates regarding language, cognate and
switching manipulations.

Effect

Measure

Df

MSE

F1
F

Language
ACC
1,64 185.77
4.04
Cognate
ACC
1,64 187.02
<1
Language ×
ACC
1,64 121.26
<1
Cognate
Switch
ACC
1,64 141.61
5.14
Language ×
ACC
1,64 134.93
8.56
Switch
Cognate ×
ACC
1,64 138.16
2.88
Switch
Language ×
ACC
1,64 148.19
1.73
Cognate ×
Switch
Follow-up analyses for the language by switch interaction
L1–L2
ACC
1,64 106.617 17.425
L2–L1
ACC
1,64 169.928 .145

p

η2 p

Df

MSE

F2
F

.049

.06

1,304
1,304
1,304

124.01
124.01
124.01

.027
.005

.07
.12

1,304
1,304

.094

.04

.193

.000
.705

p

η2 p

Significance

3.811
<1
<1

.052

.01

∗
NS
NS

124.01
124.01

3.20
5.61

.075
.018

.00
.02

∗
∗∗

1,304

124.01

2.03

.156

.01

NS

.03

1,304

124.01

1.10

.296

.00

NS

.21
.00

1,154
1

96.07
151.42

11.16
<1

.001
.711

.07
.00

∗∗
NS

Figure 2. Switch costs from L1 to L2 and L2 to L1 per word position computed as the difference in RTs between switch and
non-switch sentences.

We tested for an effect of switching at all positions
following the language switch (WP5–WP10; see Table 2).
Univariate analyses indicated a main effect of switching
only at WP6, the first content word following the
language switch, with significantly slower reading times
for switched items (M = 459, SE = 17) in comparison to
non-switched items (M = 440, SE = 15; see Figure 1 and
Table 3). The switch effect was subject to an interaction
with language for content words following the switch.
Analyses indicated a language by switch interaction for
the noun at WP6 and the preposition at WP7. To examine
the language by switch interaction, we conducted analyses
over the two language switch directions separately (see
Table 4). Switches from L1 to L2 showed a cost at WP6
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with slower reading times for switched items (M = 473,
SE = 18) compared to non-switched items (M = 419, SE =
15). A similar difference between forward switch (M =
395, SE = 12) and non-switch items (M = 373, SE = 10)
was present at WP7. Switches from L2 to L1 showed no
significant effect at WP6, although there was a numeric
effect indicating faster processing for L2 to L1 switches
(M = 449, SE = 16) compared to non-switches (M = 462,
SE = 17). Similarly, WP7 showed faster reading times
for the backward switch sentences, (M = 377, SE = 10)
compared to non-switch sentences (M = 391, SE = 10),
which was significant only in the participant analysis. An
overview of the effects of switching direction can be found
in Table 4 and Figure 2.
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The comprehension accuracy data also showed a
main effect of language switching, which only reached
significance in the analysis over participants (see Table 5).
Performance was better on sentences without a switch
(M = 94%, SE = 7) than on sentences containing a
switch (M = 91%, SE = 10). Similar to the reading times
analyses, the accuracy data showed a language by switch
interaction.To further examine the interaction effect,
separate analyses on the two switching directions were
performed (see Table 5). These showed that switching
from L1 to L2 (M = 91%, SE = 13) lead to worse
performance compared to sentences that continued in L1
(M = 96%, SE = 7), whereas switches from L2 to L1
yielded no difference in performance (M = 92%, SE = 13)
compared to continuing in the L2 (M = 91%, SE = 14).1
Effects of cross-linguistic activation
There was no difference in reading times between cognate
(M = 482, SE = 17) and non-cognate control verbs (M =
483, SE = 15) at the verb at WP4 (see Table 3). In the
continuation of the sentences (WP4 to WP10), there were
also no interactions with the factors of language and
switching (see Table 3). With regard to accuracy, there
were no differences between cognate (M = 93%, SE = 9)
and non-cognate sentences (M = 92%, SE = 10), and no
interaction effects either (see Table 5).
Effects of L2 proficiency
We further considered whether L2 proficiency would
affect switch cost patterns. Two measures of proficiency
1

A reviewer suggested an alternative way to compute switch costs,
namely by comparing forward switches from L1 to L2 with nonswitch sentences in L2, and by comparing backward switches from
L2 to L1 with non-switch sentences in L1. In this way, the language
of the switched constituents at WP6 overlaps with the language of
the non-switch sentences. In terms of RTs, this comparison showed
a switch cost asymmetry that is opposite to the findings described
in the main text. Measured at WP6, a switch to L2 (M = 473, SE =
18) was not significantly slower than staying in L2 (M = 462, SE =
17), as indicated by univariate analyses over participants and items
(ps > .100), whereas a switch to L1 at the same word position (M =
449, SE = 16) was significantly slower than staying in L1 (M = 419,
SE = 15), p < .01. Although this approach is generally adopted for
the analysis of switch costs in naming tasks (e.g., Meuter & Allport,
1999), it does not seem the most appropriate method for analyzing
intra-sentential switches. RTs to subsequent words in sentence context
are in part interdependent, implying that when the sentence onsets
preceding the switch do not overlap in terms of language, this may
create an incorrect baseline measure of the actual cost involved in
switching (see Figure 1). We therefore opted for a comparison based
on an identical baseline (same sentence onset) to calculate switch
costs. The alternative baseline essentially reflects a different ways of
calculating switch costs for different paradigms. A more extensive
account on paradigmatic differences is included in the Discussion.
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were used: The XLex score and the difference in average
reading speed between L2 and L1. The latter measure
was based on reading times for each word in the
sentences without a switch in L1 and L2 (see Libben
& Titone, 2009). A higher score on the XLex indicates
better proficiency in L2, whereas a larger reading speed
difference (L2 minus L1) indicates a slower reading speed
in L2 compared to L1. The latter score can therefore be
considered as a measure of relative proficiency in the two
languages. There was a marginally significant negative
correlation between the two measures of proficiency
[r(65) = –.24, p = .057], which indicated that a higher
score on the XLex task tended to go together with a larger
reading speed difference between L1 and L2. Switch costs
in forward and backward direction were calculated as the
difference in RTs per WP between switch and non-switch
sentences.
Negative correlations were observed between L1 to L2
switch costs and XLex scores at WP6 [r(65) = −.27, p <
.05], at WP7 [r(65) = –.26, p < .05], and WP9 [r(65) =
−.38, p < .01], indicating that a higher proficiency in L2
yielded smaller switch costs in forward direction (from
L1 to L2). A comparable pattern was observed for the
reading speed difference measure (L2 minus L1), in terms
of a positive correlation with switch costs in the L1 to
L2 direction, indicating that switching costs were larger
for participants whose relative reading speed indicates
less proficiency in L2. This effect was significant at WP6
[r(65) = .46, p < .001], WP7 [r(65) = .55, p < .001],
and WP8 [r(65) = .41, p < .01]. For switches from
L2 to L1, which yielded a non-significant processing
benefit after WP6, an opposite pattern of results was
obtained. Facilitatory switch effects at WP9 showed a
positive correlation with XLex scores, [r(65) = .32,
p < .05], indicating less proficient L2 users showed more
facilitation for switching back to L1. In line with this
pattern, differences in reading speed showed negative
correlations with switch effects at WP6 [r(65) = –.42, p <
.001], WP7 [r(65) = –.36, p < .01], WP8 [r(65) = −.37,
p < .01], and WP9 [r(65) = –.73, p < .001], implying
that participants whose reading speed indicated a lower
proficiency in L2 showed more facilitation for switching
back to L1.
Discussion
In order to examine whether switch costs in sentence
comprehension are subject to effects of language
proficiency and lexical triggering, we had Dutch–English
bilinguals read sentences containing language switches
that were preceded by verb cognates using the selfpaced reading paradigm. Reading times indicated faster
processing for L1 compared to L2. Specifically, the
sentence beginnings, prior to switching, showed that L1
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was read faster than L2, which is in line with the fact
that the unbalanced bilingual participants in the present
study were less proficient in their L2. More importantly,
the results showed a switch cost asymmetry, i.e., larger
costs for L1 to L2 switches than L2 to L1 switches.
The magnitude of the switch effects depended on how
proficient bilinguals were in their L2, with less proficient
bilinguals showing higher costs for forward switches and
more benefits for backward switches than more proficient
bilinguals. There were neither effects of facilitatory
processing on the verb cognate in both languages, nor
of a cross-linguistic modulation of switch costs due to
preceding cognates.
Switch cost asymmetry
Comprehension of language switching resulted in
asymmetric switch costs. Language switches from L1
to L2 yielded longer reading times than sentences that
continued in the L1, reflecting as a cost for comprehension
of forward switches. Specifically, the results indicated
a major switch cost at the first content word following
the forward switch (WP6), and a continued but reduced
slow-down in reading times on the preposition (WP7)
and noun (WP9) in the remainder of the sentence. This
pattern suggests the actual switch cost is short-lived and
only present at the first switched content word, which
points to incremental processing in sentence reading:
Costs are incurred and resolved on the spot. The finding
that no difference between the languages was observed
at the very first switched word (the determiner at WP5)
can be accounted for in terms of length and frequency.
Because determiners in both languages are short and
highly frequent, processing times are very fast at this
position and likely at floor level, such that no differences
can be observed. The same may hold for the determiner
at WP8.
In contrast to the forward switches, switches in the L2
to L1 direction did not indicate a switch cost. Reading
times showed a null effect at the first switched content
word, while in the continuation of the sentences, switches
showed a small facilitatory effect, indicating that L1
content words were read faster than L2 translations at
the same positions. The observed pattern suggests that
the recognition of switches into the dominant language
is barely hampering recognition, given that switches to
L1 did not show any switch costs. Yet, the null effect
at the first switched content word for L2 to L1 switches
suggests the benefit of processing in L1 does not start
immediately, which could reflect an initial processing
difficulty associated with the switch in agreement with
findings of an L2 to L1 switch cost in EEG studies (Van
der Meij et al., 2011). The effects for language switches
in both forward and backward direction can thus be taken
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to indicate an asymmetric switch cost for comprehension
in sentence context (see also Brenders, 2004, in Van Hell
& Witteman, 2009; Proverbio et al., 2004). The switch
cost asymmetry observed here is opposite to the pattern
commonly reported in naming studies studying switching
between unrelated items (e.g., Meuter & Allport, 1999),
which are usually justified by an inhibitory account. The
question to answer at this point is how to account for the
observed pattern of switch costs in reading.
The pattern of results regarding switch costs in
reading seems best explained by differences in relative
proficiency between L1 and L2 (see Alvarez et al., 2003),
which is supported by the finding that comprehension
of particularly forward switches comes with a cost. It is
furthermore supported by the finding that the magnitude
of switch costs in both directions was dependent on the
participants’ relative proficiency in L2. For switches from
L1 to L2, larger switch costs were observed for bilinguals
with lower L2 proficiency, while these bilinguals showed
more facilitation for switches from L2 to L1. A lower
proficiency in L2 thus meant that L1 dominant bilinguals
benefitted more from switching to their L1, while a
higher proficiency in L2 decreased switch costs into L2,
and showed smaller beneficial effects for switching to
L1. Thus, the asymmetric switch cost in the present
comprehension study can essentially be explained in terms
of the relative activation strength of the two languages, or,
more precisely, of their words. A higher frequency of use
of a language (and thus its words) increases its ease of
activation. As a consequence, lexical representations in
the frequently used L1 have on average a higher resting
level activation than those in the less frequently used L2,
leading to faster activation of L1 representations. Hence,
switching to L1 bears little to no cost, because it is easier
to activate more frequently seen L1 words than L2 words;
by the same argument, switching to L2 does yield a cost,
because processing in L2 is harder than in L1. Therefore,
the strength of representations in the mental lexicon seems
to play a major role in the costs associated with the
understanding of language switching.
Such an activation account for comprehension
differs from the inhibition account, involving top–
down controlled task schemas, that is common in the
production literature. Both of the accounts are in line
with existing models on language processing, which
suggest a difference in the time course of languagespecific information in comprehension and production.
Models of bilingual language production assume top–
down processing from concept to utterance, which means
that the language of the output must be specified early
on in the process in order to select the lexical candidate
in the target language (De Bot, 1992, 2004; see also
Costa & Caramazza, 1999; Kroll, Bobb & Wodniecka,
2006; Levelt, 1989). In case of language switching, a task
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schema is assumed to guide the language of the output,
which is held responsible for suppression of the non-target
language (Green, 1998).
In reading comprehension, on the other hand,
processing is driven by visual input that activates mental
representations of words, implying bottom–up processing,
at least in initial stages. According to the BIA+ model
on recognition, language membership is identified at
the word level, following feature and letter recognition,
which means that language nodes are activated relatively
late in the system (Dijkstra & Van Heuven, 2002).
Language activation in comprehension thus partly arises
in a bottom–up fashion. Although it is generally assumed
that word recognition in sentence context is the result of
an interactive process in which factors such as semantics
and syntax are assumed to exert top down control (e.g.,
Libben & Titone, 2009; Van Hell & De Groot, 2008), the
precise role of the language node in this process, remains
underspecified. Because recognition works mostly in a
bottom–up fashion based on a word’s activation level,
top–down language control, such as the suppression
mechanism assumed in language production, does not
seem to apply. Assuming that the activation of the
language node does not disappear completely before the
next word is processed, a switch cost can be explained by
lingering activation of the language node. The language
node is activated bottom–up by previous words, which can
influence the ease of processing of subsequently incoming
words. Thus, pre-activation of the corresponding language
node facilitates processing of a subsequent word in the
same language, while a previous word in another language
makes activation of the new language more effortful. To
what extent the language node also has any top–down
influence, however, remains unclear.
Yet, the above account does not explain why Ibáñez
et al. (2010) in a very similar sentence comprehension
study did find evidence for a switch cost asymmetry
similar to production studies. In their study, bilinguals
showed larger switch costs in processing L1 sentences
compared to L2 when reading sentences with the purpose
of reproducing them. This is in line with the task set
inertia observed in naming, suggesting that L1 was
more strongly inhibited during reading of L2 sentences
than vice versa. The lack of a cognate effect in the
Ibáñez et al. study further supported an account based on
strict language control. There is however, an important
difference between the language switches in the two
studies. In the Ibáñez et al. study, the language switch
occurred between trials (similar to switching in naming
of isolated items), implying that bilinguals could inhibit
the non-target language during the processing of an
entire sentence. In our study, however, language switches
were located at mid-sentence position, which meant
that participants had to switch while comprehending the
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sentence. The context in the present study thus strongly
demanded input driven processing, which can account
for the guiding role of lexical activation. We further note
that the reading for repetition task in the Ibáñez et al.
study, in which the inhibition effect was most prominent,
included a preparatory production component, which
may also account for the similarity in findings between
their task and other studies examining switching in
language production. Indeed, when reading the sentences
for comprehension only without the instruction to repeat
them out loud afterwards, the bilinguals in the Ibáñez
et al. study did not show a switch cost in either
direction.
The account sketched above implies that the
mechanisms underlying comprehension and production
are essentially different, but this may not be the only
explanation why the pattern of results of the present
study differs from that in studies examining the naming of
unrelated items presented in isolation. Another difference
between naming and the sentence reading paradigm that
can account for the opposite switch cost asymmetries is
the task used. The cued naming paradigm often applied in
production studies involves an arbitrary language cue that
can be interpreted both as a language and task switch,
meaning that costs can originate both from switching
between languages and switching between cues (e.g.,
colour; see also Ibáñez et al., 2010). The observed
inhibition effect may therefore in part be inherent to task
demands involved in the cued naming paradigm. Sentence
reading excludes a task switch, because there is only a
language switch. It may thus be questioned to what extent
cued naming reflects proper language processing. Due to
task demands, the processing involved in cued naming
is more similar to task switching in general, involving
inhibition and resulting in similar effects of task set inertia
(see Allport & Wylie, 1999). The decision involved in
this type of task, however, has been argued to be specific
to a laboratory setting (see Chauncey et al., 2008). The
recognition of language switches during reading, on the
other hand, seems to better resemble the comprehension
of language switches in conversations by habitual codeswitchers. This implies that a specific task switch is absent,
and hence a strong need for inhibitory processing seems to
be absent too (see also Chauncey et al., 2008). Which of
these paradigms best reflects the cognitive mechanisms
underlying naturally occurring code-switches remains
an open question, and a combined study of multiple
paradigms is probably needed to gain better insight into
the cognitive correlates of language switching.
Cross-linguistic activation
We hypothesized that if switch costs are incurred
within the language processing system, implying they
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have a lexical basis, co-activation should be able to
influence the magnitude of the cognitive cost associated
with language switches in language comprehension. We
therefore examined whether a switch cost modulation
would be observed in terms of a smaller magnitude
of switch costs in comprehension following a cognate.
The present data do not show any facilitatory effects
in processing of the verb cognate and found that verb
cognates did not modulate language switching. This
means that, based on the current data, we cannot draw
any strong conclusions regarding a modulation of switch
costs by cognates. There are several explanations possible
for the absence of a cognate effect.
One reason for the absence of a cognate effect may
be due to the nature of the cognates used. The size of
the cognate facilitation effect depends on orthographic
similarity, particularly so in sentence context (Duyck
et al., 2007). A comparison of the stimulus materials
of similar studies showed that the orthographic overlap
for verb cognates in the present study (mean score on
Van Orden’s orthographic similarity measure = 0.71; see
Van Orden, 1987) is somewhat lower than that of studies
using Dutch–English nouns in an L2 sentence context that
find evidence for cognate facilitation with non-identical
noun cognates. For example, noun stimuli in Duyck et al.
(2007) included 8 identical cognates (Van Orden score
1.0) and 22 non-identically overlapping items (Van Orden
score 0.75); the 32 noun cognates used in Van Assche,
Drieghe, Duyck, Welvaert and Hartsuiker (2011) included
11 identical items, which yielded an overall average Van
Orden score of 0.77. Like noun cognates, verb cognates
have been shown to give rise to cognate facilitation effects
in lexical processing outside of sentence context (e.g.,
Bultena et al., 2013; Van Assche, Duyck & Brysbaert,
2013; Van Hell & De Groot, 1998). Almost half of the
stimulus materials of the present study were identical
to the verb pairs used in Bultena et al. (2013), which
showed cognate effects for nouns and verbs alike, despite
differences in orthographic overlap. This suggests that,
in principle, the used cognate and non-cognate verbs can
give rise to cognate facilitation effects. However, recent
evidence based on measurement of eye movements has
pointed out that verb cognate effects in sentence context
are largely reduced in comparison to nouns. A recent study
by Van Assche et al. (2013) examining processing of verb
cognates in monolingual sentence context (reporting a
Van Orden score of .64 for present tense and .55 for
past tense cognate verb pairs) showed limited evidence
for a facilitation effect, which may be due to reduced
cross-linguistic overlap for verb pairs. Similar results
were obtained in a comparable eye-tracking study on
the processing of verb cognates in sentences (Bultena,
Dijkstra & Van Hell, published online December 3,
2013), althought the observed effect depended on the
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bilinguals’ L2 proficiency. So, the currently available
evidence for verb cognate facilitation effects is mixed,
and possibly sensitive to context. It is also possible
that the cross-linguistic overlap of the verb cognates
embedded in sentences in our study may not have been
high enough to yield a cognate facilitation effect. Indeed,
using noun cognates, Witteman (2008; see also Van Hell
& Witteman, 2009) observed that cognates modulated
switching costs in a self-paced reading study. Yet, this
modulating effect was only present when switching from
L2 to L1, and not from L1 to L2. For unbalanced
bilinguals, the amount of co-activation is assumed to
be larger during L2 cognate processing compared to
L1 (Van Hell & Dijkstra, 2002). This suggests that
sensitivity to the trigger effect also depends on L2
proficiency.
An additional explanation for the variation in findings
of lexical triggering may relate to the paradigm used.
Originally, the trigger hypothesis was proposed based
on corpus data containing speech samples of habitual
code-switchers. These corpus data suggested that cognates
of all syntactic categories are equally likely to function
as triggers (Broersma, 2009). While a less perfectly
overlapping cognate may be enough to trigger a switch
in speech, possibly due to the additionally salient
phonological overlap, it may not be enough to overcome
switch costs on the receiving end when it is presented in
print.

Conclusion
The language switching costs associated with the
comprehension of intra-sentential switches differs from
the switching costs observed in language production in
which participants respond to single word targets that are
cued for language. Using a task involving more natural
language processing, the present findings show that the
recognition of intra-sentential switches is primarily driven
by bilinguals’ relative proficiency in their two languages:
When comprehending a language-switched sentence,
switching into the dominant L1 is easier than switching
into L2. In line with these findings, the magnitude of
switch cost was shown to depend on L2 proficiency. The
asymmetry in switch costs in comprehension can therefore
be explained by activation of lexical items dependent
on L2 proficiency. Finally, whether cognitive costs for
understanding of language switches can be modulated by
the presence of verb cognates remains an open question.
The present data provide no evidence for facilitatory
processing of switches following verb cognates, which
suggests that lexical overlap of cognate triggers must
be relatively high in order to modulate switching
effects.
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Appendix. Stimulus materials
The asterisk marks items discarded from the analyses.
1. L1 De boze onderzoekers PUBLICEREN/ BELOVEN een herziening van hun stuk.
L2 The angry scientists PUBLISH/ PROMISE a revision of their piece.
2. L1 De ervaren schilders SCHETSEN/ TEKENEN de bloemen van een afstand.
L2 The skilled painters SKETCH/ DRAW the flowers from a distance.
3. L1 De gespierde bewakers TESTEN/ VERNIELEN de bankjes buiten het gebouw.
L2 The muscular guards TEST/ DESTROY the benches outside the building.
4. L1 De bezorgde ouders KALMEREN/ TROOSTEN de peuter na de botsing.
L2 The concerned parents CALM/ COMFORT the toddler after the crash.
5. L1 De slimme verkopers PARKEREN/ BESCHADIGEN de auto op het plein.
L2 The clever salesmen PARK/ DAMAGE the car on the square.
6. L1 De gezonde arbeiders PLANTEN/ KAPPEN de boom achter de boerderij.
L2 The healthy workers PLANT/ CUT the tree behind the farm.
7. L1 De beroemde schoonheden MOTIVEREN/ VERVELEN hun klanten tijdens het feest.
L2 The famous beauties MOTIVATE/ BORE their customers during the party.
8. L1 De snelle leerlingen ZWEMMEN/ FIETSEN de afstand zonder een pauze.
L2 The fast pupils SWIM/ CYCLE the distance without a break.
9. L1 De vermomde ridders BRENGEN/DRAGEN het slachtoffer naar de muur.
L2 The disguised knights BRING/CARRY the victim to the wall.
10. L1 De werkloze verkopers STARTEN/ STEUNEN de jacht op de wasbeer.
L2 The unemployed salesmen START/ SUPPORT the hunt for the raccoon.
11. L1 De vermoeide zusters STELEN/ VERVANGEN de kussens tijdens hun dienst.
L2 The tired nurses STEAL/ CHANGE the pillows during their shift.
12. L1 De vervelende reizigers FILMEN/PLAGEN de vrouwen met hun mobieltjes.
L2 The annoying travellers FILM/ TEASE the women with their phones.
13. L1 De huidige voorzitters VERWELKOMEN/ TELLEN de vreemden op de bijeenkomst.
L2 The current chairmen WELCOME/ COUNT the strangers at the gathering.
14. L1 De dwaze brandweerlieden STIMULEREN/ BELONEN het besluit van hun neven.
L2 The foolish fire fighters STIMULATE/ REWARD the decision of their cousins.
15. L1 De onzekere dames BREKEN/ZETTEN de spiegel op hun bureau.
L2 The insecure ladies BREAK/PUT the mirror on their desk.
16. L1 De zwangere vrouwen KOKEN/ KRUIDEN de aardappelen met veel zout.
L2 The pregnant women COOK/SPICE the potatoes with much salt.
17. L1 De vermoeide spelers GEVEN/VERPESTEN hun voorstelling op het strand.
L2 The tired players GIVE/SPOIL their performance on the beach.
18. L1 Deze gehoorzame burgers PRODUCEREN/ BEZITTEN kogelvrije kleding van kleine vezels.
L2 These obedient citizens PRODUCE/ POSSESS bulletproof clothes from tiny fibres.
19. L1 De eenzame kunstenaars PRESENTEREN/ VERKOPEN hun schilderijen aan het publiek.
L2 The lonely artists PRESENT/ SELL their paintings to the audience.
20. L1 De slechte tandartsen SIGNALEREN/ BEWIJZEN een fout in de behandeling.
L2 The bad dentists SIGNAL/PROOF a mistake in the treatment.
21. L1 De kale chirurgen CONFRONTEREN/ VERRASSEN hun vrouwen met hun beslissing.
L2 The bald surgeons CONFRONT/ SURPRISE their wives with their decision.
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Appendix. Continued
22. L1 De treurige jongens DRINKEN/ SCHENKEN de sap uit de fles.
L2 The sad boys DRINK/POUR the juice from the bottle.
23. L1 De gespannen meisjes FORMULEREN/ VERTALEN een zin voor de meester.
L2 The tense girls FORMULATE/ TRANSLATE a sentence for the teacher.
24. L1 Deze gretige mensen BEGINNEN/ EINDIGEN hun werkzaamheden op het platteland.
L2 These eager people BEGIN/ FINISH their duties in the countryside.
25. L1 De zelfstandige boeren VERSPILLEN/BEWAREN hun voorraad voor het vee.
L2 The autonomous farmers SPILL/SAVE their supplies for the cattle.
26. L1 De verbaasde vrouwen BAKKEN/ KOPEN een taart voor hun tante.
L2 The surprised women BAKE/ BUY a pie for their aunt.
27. L1 De saaie docenten ZINGEN/ SPELEN een lied over een eekhoorn.
L2 The dull teachers SING/ PLAY a song about a squirrel.
28. L1 De norse bazen KUSSEN/VERLEIDEN de schoonmakers in de kroeg.
L2 The grumpy chiefs KISS/ SEDUCE the cleaners in the pub.
29. L1 De ijverige leerlingen VINDEN/KRIJGEN een vogel met één oog.
L2 The diligent pupils FIND/ GET a bird with one eye.
30.∗ L1 De bejaarde wandelaars GROETEN/ BELLEN de boer uit het dorp.
L2 The elderly hikers GREET/ CALL the farmer from the village.
31. L1 De mollige zeelui ZIEN/TREKKEN een paard met een blessure.
L2 The chubby sailors SEE/ PULL a horse with an injury.
32. L1 De beruchte leraren SELECTEREN/ STRAFFEN de leerlingen zonder een reden.
L2 The notorious teachers SELECT/ PUNISH the pupils without a reason.
33. L1 De trotse ouders WASSEN/ BEHANDELEN hun kroost met grote zorg.
L2 The proud parents WASH/ TREAT their offspring with great care.
34. L1 De boze honden BIJTEN/VANGEN de dief achter de winkel.
L2 The angry dogs BITE/ CATCH the burglar behind the shop.
35. L1 De angstige ridders KRONEN/ BOEIEN de koningin in de ochtend.
L2 The scared knights CROWN/ CHAIN the queen in the morning.
36. L1 De voormalige voorzitters SPLITSEN/ BESCHERMEN hun eigendom tijdens de oorlog.
L2 The former chairmen SPLIT/ PROTECT their property during the war.
37. L1 De zenuwachtige jongens HANGEN/ GOOIEN hun jassen in de kast.
L2 The nervous boys HANG/ THROW their coats in the closet.
38. L1 Deze toegewijde boeren VORMEN/ ZIJN een minderheid in onze samenleving.
L2 These devoted farmers FORM/ ARE a minority in our society.
39. L1 De dikke zakenmannen WINNEN/ WILLEN een wedstrijd in het winkelcentrum.
L2 The fat businessmen WIN/ WANT a contest in the mall.
40. L1 De uitgeputte scheidsrechters HINDEREN/ BELAGEN de spelers in hun spel.
L2 The exhausted referees HINDER/ HARASS the players in their game.
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